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INTRODUCTION

Background: Waist circumference (WC) has been previously
shown to be the most efficient measure to explain variability in
body mass index (BMI) and percentage body fat (PBF) in
Bengalee males, including those under study.
Aim: The objective was to evaluate the relative usefulness of
WC and its single suitable value, if any, to identify both
generalized obesity and hypertension in Bengalee men.
Subjects and methods: This cross-sectional study included 433
adult (18– 60 years) Bengalee Hindu slum dwelling men.
Height, weight, waist circumference, systolic (SBP) and
diastolic (DBP) blood pressures were measured. BMI was
computed as weight (in kg) divided by height (in metres)
squared. Hypertension (HT) was defined as SBP $ 140 mmHg
and/or DBP $ 90 mmHg. A BMI $ 23 kg/m2 and $ 25 kg/m2
were considered overweight and obesity, respectively.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analyses were
employed to determine the best cut-off points to define HT
and overweight.
Results: Prevalence of HT, overweight and obesity were 17.6%
and 20.1% and 8.3%, respectively. Prevalence of central
obesity using the cut-offs of 102 cm, 90 cm and 80 cm were
0.46%, 5.08% and 24.7%, respectively. Both in obese and
non-obese, WC $ 80 cm was significantly associated with
higher SBP and DBP than WC , 80 cm. WC . 79.4 cm
and . 80.3 cm were the most appropriate for detecting HT
and overweight status.
Conclusion: WC value of ,80 cm could efficiently discriminate
both obesity and hypertension among the Bengalee Hindu
slum dwelling men aged between 18–60 years. Central
obesity, determined by WC $ 80 cm, was associated with
increased blood pressure and higher risk of HT, independent of
age and general obesity.

Central obesity is defined by an excess amount of fat in
the abdominal region. It is an established risk factor for
metabolic syndrome (MS) (Wang et al. 2005; Lear et al.
2010), cardiovascular disease (CVD) (Fujimoto et al. 1999;
Nicklas et al. 2004) and other cardiovascular risk factors,
e.g. hypertension (HT) (Lemieux et al. 2001; Johnson et al.
2002; Grievink et al. 2004). Waist circumference (WC) is a
convenient proxy measure of central obesity and has been
suggested to be the best anthropometric indicator of both
total body fat and intra-abdominal fat mass (Seidell et al.
1997; Li et al. 2008). The International Diabetes Association
(IDF) has recently recommended WC as a mandatory
measure in its candidate definition of MS. It has
recommended a single cut-off point for each component,
except for WC, for identification of MS. Use of regionspecific cut-offs of WC was recommended until a universal
agreement is achieved (Alberti et al. 2009). Regional studies
among local ethnic groups are, therefore, needed to find out
appropriate cut-offs.
Asian Indians have more total (Deurenberg-Yap et al.
2000) and abdominal fat (WHO 2000) compared to
Europeans with a similar level of BMI. Several cut-off values
of WC were proposed for identification of obesity, MS
and its different components. The most accepted and widely
used international cut-off point was 102 cm for males,
corresponding to BMI $ 30 kg/m2 in Europeans (Lean et al.
1998). However, several recent studies demonstrated that
those cut-off values might not be appropriate for Asians
(Zhou et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2009; Ogawa
et al. 2010). In view of the Asian-Indian phenotype of higher
body fat at lower BMI levels, the IDF has recommended
an interim cut-off point of 90 cm for Asian men, while
emphasizing upon further studies to find out regional
cut-off points (Alberti et al. 2009).
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Studies among different Asian populations, e.g. Koreans
(Kim et al. 2009), Japanese (Ogawa et al. 2010) and Chinese
(Zhou et al. 2005), indicated that WC cut-offs were lower
than those among Europeans. Most of these studies were in
relation to diabetes and other metabolic parameters. WC
was shown to be strongly associated with increased risk of
HT (Guagnano et al. 2001). There were, however, limited
studies to establish the appropriate WC cut-off value to
identify obesity (BMI or PBF) in relation to HT (Kim et al.
2009). In India also, a number of studies searched for the
best WC level to screen MS and related components
(Snehalatha et al. 2003), but very few were in relation to
obesity (Dasgupta and Hazra 1999; Misra et al. 2006).
Recent studies among the Bengalee population of
West Bengal in Eastern India indicated that WC was the
best predictor of obesity measured either by BMI (Bose
2006) or total body fat (Ghosh and Bandyopadhyay 2007a).
WC also remained the best of all the central obesity
measures among the same slum dwelling male participants
of the present study (Chakraborty and Bose 2008; 2009).
Among them, a BMI of 23 kg/m2 was also found to be the
most appropriate in defining obesity (BF . 25%) in relation
to HT (Chakraborty et al. 2009). The same BMI level was
also recommended as the cut-off for overweight among the
Asian population (WHO 2000). Therefore, the objective of
the present study was to evaluate the effect of increased WC
on blood pressure as well as the risk of HT in centrally obese
Bengalee men, relative to generalized obesity determined by
BMI. It also proposed the most suitable cut-off values of WC
to identify both HT and general obesity. For the present
purpose, the same database which was used in the previous
studies (Chakraborty and Bose 2008; 2009; Chakraborty
et al. 2009) was utilized. This study was conducted
considering the rising number of slum populations (30%)
in the metropolitan cities of India, more particularly, in
Kolkata (nearly 4 million) (Mallick 2008). It is also worth
mentioning that high rates of obesity including central
obesity, CVD and MS have also been reported in the poor
slum dwellers in different parts of India (Misra et al. 2001a,
Misra et al. 2001b; Gopi Chand and Sambasiva Rao 2007).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area and the subjects
The study was cross-sectional. The slum under study is
known as Bidhan Colony situated at Dum Dum, , 15 km
from the centre of Kolkata (formerly known as Calcutta),
the capital city of the Indian state of West Bengal (WB).
Dum Dum is an urban centre of the greater-Kolkata and one
of the starting points from which Kolkata started to expand
into the adjacent districts. The slum was a typical one
situated at the borderline between Kolkata and the district of
North 24 Parganas, WB. The participants of the study were
adult males belonging to the Bengalee Hindu caste groups.
All households within two thirds of the slum area were
considered eligible for inclusion in the study. No strict
statistical sampling of individuals could be applied to collect
data due to operational difficulties in the field (Khongsdier

2002). Each household was approached and the available
adult male member(s) were recruited with their informed
consent. More than 95% of the field visits were made in the
evening when most of the male members were expected to
return home from work. No household was visited twice for
new enrolment of subjects. Almost all subjects were
interviewed and measured in their respective households.
In some cases (, 10%), due to technical problems, they were
taken to a common place where a number of them were
examined. Overall response rate was , 80%. Apparently
healthy men, free from any acute illness and on their normal
regular work-schedule, were enrolled. Most participants
belonged to low socio-economic background with a
mean ^ SD per capita income of RS 893.86 ^ 507.6 (UK
£1 ¼ 73 Indian Rupees approx.). They were mostly factory
workers, rickshaw-pullers and day-labourers. Ethical
approval and prior permission was obtained from the
institution of the first author and the project sanctioning
authority. The municipal authority and local community
leaders were informed in writing before the commencement
of the study. A total of 474 adult men aged 18 –84 years were
included in the original survey. As the relationship of BMI
with body fat may change significantly in the elder group,
data on males aged 18 – 60 years were included in the present
study.
Measurements
One of the authors (RC) obtained all anthropometric
measurements. Primary information on ethnicity, age and
some socioeconomic aspects were collected from each
participant. Standard procedure (Lohman et al. 1988) was
followed for anthropometric measurements. Height and
weight were recorded to the nearest 0.1 cm and 0.1 kg,
respectively, using an anthropometer and weight-scale,
respectively. Waist circumference was measured with a nonstretchable plastic tape (Cow Head, China) to the nearest
0.1 cm, at the level of the normal waist, which was the
narrowest part of the torso, as seen from the anterior aspect
(Lohman et al. 1988). Technical errors of measurements
were found to be within acceptable limits (Ulijaszek and
Kerr 1999) and thus not incorporated in the analyses. Blood
pressure was measured in the right arm of each subject,
using a digital blood pressure monitor with adjustable calf
size, following the prescribed protocol of the manufacturer
(Home Health, Switzerland). The accuracy of the device was
routinely checked during the entire study period. Resting
systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressures (in
mmHg) were recorded with the subject in a sitting position
after at least 15 minutes of rest prior to measurement
and again, for a second time, at least 5 minutes after the
first reading. The mean value of two readings was finally
recorded. The BMI was computed as weight (kg) divided
by height (metre)-squared. HT was defined as a systolic
BP $ 140 mmHg and/or diastolic BP $ 90 mmHg (JNCVII 2003) or being under anti-hypertensive medication.
WC was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm with a standard
measuring tape. Having a BMI $ 23 kg/m2 was considered
as overweight and BMI $ 25 kg/m2 as obese (WHO 2000).
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Analyses of data
Data were analysed using SPSS (version 10) for Windows
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) and MedCalc software. Mean and
standard deviation (SD) values of age, anthropometric
variables and blood pressures were computed. Students’
T-tests were employed to evaluate the significance of
differences in mean age and anthropometric measures
between hypertensive and normal men. The distributions of
the anthropometric variables were not significantly skewed.
Subjects were graded into three age-groups, viz. # 30, 31 –50
and . 50 years. One-way analyses of variance (ANOVA)
with Scheffe’s post-hoc test were carried out for BMI, WC,
SBP and DBP to see significance of differences between their
mean values between the age groups. Chi-square (x 2) tests
were also performed to test for significance of differences in
prevalence of overweight and HT, respectively, between the
age-groups. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve
analysis was employed to determine the best WC cut-off
points against two categories of BMI viz., normal (coded as
0) and overweight/obesity (coded as 1) and also for HT
(HT ¼ 1 vs Normal ¼ 0). Youden Index (YI) (Youden 1950)
was calculated as: (sensitivity þ specificity – 1). YI for
different WC values were compared to find out the optimal
cut-off points for obesity (BMI $ 23 kg/m2) and HT.
Two-way analyses of covariance of SBP and DBP were
undertaken, with general obesity (BMI $ 23 kg/m2) and
central obesity (WC $ 80 cm) as factors and age as covariate,
to evaluate the independent effects of the factors on blood
pressure after allowing for age. The 25th, 50th and 75th and
85th percentile values of WC were 67.5, 72.7, 80.0 and
83.8 cm, respectively. Logistic regression analyses were
carried out to calculate the age- and BMI-adjusted odds
ratios of HT. In a test analysis we saw that a minimum of 2 cm
increase of WC, between its 50th and 85th percentile values,
caused significant increase of HT risk. Hence, in model 1
of logistic regression, WC values between 72 cm (median
value rounded) and 84 cm (85th percentile rounded) were
categorized into six groups in 2 cm intervals. A WC , 72 cm
was used as reference and WC . 84 cm as the highest
group. Again, in a second model, WC was used as a variable
categorized differently into four groups based on the 25th,
50th and 75th percentile values. Interestingly, the 75th
percentile value of WC exactly matched with our proposed
cut-off value obtained through ROC curve analyses.
Therefore, in model 2 logistic regression, such WC grouping
was used to test whether WC values above that cut-off
(80 cm) had significantly higher risk of HT, relative to the
lower groups, irrespective of age and BMI (both used as
independent variables). Analysis of co-variance (ANCOVA)
was performed to test for significance of difference in SBP
and DBP between the WC categories (as in the second LR
model) adjusting for the effect of age groups.
Results
Table I presents mean and SD values of age and
anthropometric and blood pressure variables in general
and according to hypertensive status. Hypertensive men
had significantly ( p , 0.001) higher means of age, WC, BMI
Copyright q Informa UK, Ltd.
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Table I. Mean (SD) value of the age, anthropometric and blood
pressure variables.
Variable
Age (year)
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)
WC (cm)
SBP (mmHg)
DBP (mmHg)

All subjects
(n ¼ 433)

34.7 (11.1)
161.7 (6.1)
53.5 (9.2)
20.4 (3.2)
74.1 (9.3)
120.2 (13.4)
79.4 (9.4)

HT (n ¼ 76)
40.2
161.7
57.9
22.1
79.3
138.1
93.3

(10.9)
(7.0)
(10.7)
(3.7)
(9.2)
(13.0)
(6.3)

N (n ¼ 375)
33.6 (10.8)
161.7 (5.9)
52.6 (8.6)
20.1 (3.0)
73.0 (8.9)
116.4 (9.9)
76.5 (6.9)

t
4.81*
0.07
4.05*
4.51*
5.47*
13.75*
20.74*

HT ¼ hypertensive, N ¼ normal; * p , 0.001.
Figures in the parentheses below the mean values are standard
deviations.

and blood pressures than their normal counterparts.
The more pronounced differences in WC compared to
BMI between the two groups were reflected by the greater
t-value for the difference in WC (t ¼ 5.40) compared to that
in BMI (t ¼ 4.51). The prevalence of HT, overweight and
obesity were 17.6%, 20.1% and 8.3%, respectively. The
prevalence of central obesity using the cut-offs of 102 cm
(Lean et al. 1998), 90 cm (Misra et al. 2006) and 80 cm
(Dasgupta and Hazra 1999) were 0.5%, 5.1% and 24.7%,
respectively (results not shown).
Table II demonstrates the mean (SD) values of age, BMI,
WC, SBP and DBP according to the age groups. The
significance of the inter-group differences of each variable
was evaluated by Scheffe’s procedure. The BMI increased
significantly ( p , 0.05) from the youngest to the next elder
group and then decreased in the eldest one. The difference
between the two elder groups was not significant. The mean
values of WC in the two elder groups were significantly
( p , 0.01) higher than the youngest group. The mean WC
values of two elder groups did not differ significantly.
The mean SBP increased significantly ( p , 0.01) only in
the eldest group. The difference in mean SBP was not
significant between the two younger groups. The mean DBP
increased significantly ( p , 0.05) from the youngest to the
next elder group and after that the increase was not
significant. Therefore, SBP rose significantly only after age
50 and the increase in DBP was significant even above age
30. The prevalence of overweight/obesity (BMI $ 23 kg/m2)
increased (4.8 to 11.7%) after age 30, but again decreased to
8.3% above the age of 50 years. However, the prevalence of
Table II. Mean (SD) of BMI, WC, SBP and DBP and percentages of
overweight/obese and HT according to the age groups.
Age groups (years)
Variables
Age (years)
BMI (Kg/m2)
WC (cm)
SBP (mmHg)
DBP (mmHg)
OWT/OB (%)
HT (%)

# 30
24.5
20.0
71.4
118.3
77.0
15.4
10.6

(5.5)
(2.9)
(7.3)
(12.8)
(8.7)

31 2 50
39.4
20.9
76.1
120.3
80.9
23.9
20.8

(5.1)
(3.3)
(10.0)
(13.5)
(9.5)

Figures in the parentheses below the
deviations.
* p , 0.05, ** p , 0.001.

x2
55.0 (2.3) 838.6** –
20.3 (3.2)
4.4* –
76.0 (10.2) 14.5** –
127.4 (13.4) 9.2** –
83.0 (9.2) 13.0** –
22.9
–
4.53
31.3
–
13.88*
mean values are standard
.50

F
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Table III. Results of ROC curve analyses of WC for Hypertension (SBP/DBP $ 140/90) and overweight/obesity (BMI $ 23 kg/m2).
Overweight and obese (BMI $ 23 kg/m2)

Hypertension
WC
(cm)
.70.0
.75.0
.79.4*
.85.5
.90.0

Sensitivity
(95% CI)

Specificity
(95% CI)

YI

WC
(cm)

75.00 (63.7 2 84.2)
65.79 (54.0 2 76.3)
59.58 (44.4 2 67.9)
30.26 (20.2 2 41.9)
9.21 (3.8 2 18.1)

38.38 (33.3 2 43.6)
64.70 (59.5 2 69.7)
80.11 (75.6 2 84.1)
91.88 (88.5 2 94.5)
96.08 (93.5 2 97.8)

0.13
0.29
0.39
0.21
0.05

.70.0
.75.0
.80.3*
.85.5
.90.0

Sensitivity
(95% CI)
98.85
96.55
88.51
55.17
24.14

(93.8 2 100.0)
(90.3 2 99.3)
(79.9 2 94.3)
(44.1 2 65.9)
(15.6 2 34.5)

Specificity
(95% CI)

YI

44.51 (39.2 2 49.9)
73.41 (69.3 2 82.7)
91.91 (88.5 2 94.6)
98.84 (97.1 2 99.7)
100.00 (98.9 2 100)

0.42
0.69
0.79
0.53
0.24
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WC ¼ waist circumference, YI ¼ Youden Index; * optimal cut-off value of WC.

HT rose up steadily and significantly (x 2 ¼ 13.9, p , 0.05)
through the age groups by an increase of 10% in each
group on average.
Table III shows the results of ROC curve analysis of
WC for hypertension. Sensitivity (SN) and specificity (SP)
values (as percentage) according to selected threshold values
of WC against hypertension status are presented. The results
revealed that a WC . 79.4 cm was the most appropriate
for detecting HT among the subjects. The value has SN and
SP of , 59.6% and 80%, respectively, and the highest YI
of 0.39. The IDF-recommended WC cut-off point
of . 90.0 cm had a very low sensitivity of 6.21% (95% Cl:
3.8 – 18.1) and 96.08% specificity (95% Cl: 93.5 – 97.8).
However, if the proposed cut-off for screening central
obesity is lowered to WC . 79.4 cm, the SN increased
substantially to , 60% (95% Cl: 44.4 – 67.9), while that of
SP decreased to , 80% (95% CI: 75.6 –84.1). Similarly, the
positive predictive value (PPV) increased from , 29% to
39% and the negative predictive value (NPV) increased from
84.5% to 92.5% (result not shown). The area under curve
(AUC) was 0.690 (95% CI ¼ 0.644 – 0.733; p , 0.0005).
The result of ROC curve analysis of WC for generalized
overweight and obesity (BMI $ 23 kg/m2) is also shown in
Table III. A WC cut-off value of 80.3 cm was found to be the
best one to identify overweight status. The SN of the value
was 88.51% (95% CI: 79.9 –94.3) with a considerably high
SP of 91.91% (95% CI: 88.5 – 94.6) and the highest YI of
0.79. At a value of 90 cm, the SP rose up to 100% but the SP
dropped to 24%, with the YI being 0.24. The area under
curve (AUC) was 0.961 (95% CI: 0.938 – 0.977; p , 0.0005).
Another ROC curve analyses was undertaken also for WC
criteria to identify general obesity (BMI $ 25 kg/m2). The
most efficient cut-off point to identify obesity was 83.4 cm
(SN 91.7 and SP 91.5). The AUC was 0.959 (95%
CI ¼ 0.936 – 0.976; p , 0.0005) (results not shown).
Table IV presents the results of two-way analyses of
covariance of SBP and DBP, where general obesity
(BMI $ 23 kg/m2) and central obesity (WC $ 80 cm) were
two factors with age as covariate. General obesity had
no significant impact on SBP (F ¼ 2.9, p . 0.05) after
controlling for age and central obesity status. There was no
significant interaction between general obesity and central
obesity in determining SBP (F ¼ 0.1, p . 0.05).
A WC $ 80 cm had a significant impact on SBP, irrespective
of age and general obesity (F ¼ 4.8, p , 0.05). On the other
hand, both general and central obesity had a significant
impact (F ¼ 4.6 and 4.4, respectively, both p , 0.05) on

DBP after allowing for age. As in the case of SBP, there was
no significant interaction (F ¼ 0.06, p . 0.05) between
general obesity and central obesity in determining SBP.
Table V shows the results of two multiple logistic
regression analyses of HT on age, BMI and WC categories.
Since smoking and alcohol consumption status (yes or no,
for each) did not show any significant impact on HT, when
all the independent variables were entered, they were not
included in the final models run. In the first model, WC was
used as a separate variable categorized into seven intervals of
2 cm each between the values of 72 – 84 cm. WC # 72 cm
was the reference category and WC $ 84 cm the highest
category (see materials and methods section). In this model,
the odds ratio for each WC interval was 1.26 and for the
whole range of WC was 5.04 (2.59 – 9.82). Therefore, for a
single interval (2 cm) change, the risk of HT significantly
( p , 0.001) increased , 26% and changed from the lowest
(, 72 cm) to the highest (. 84 cm) WC interval increased
the risk by up to 5-times. In the second model, age, general
obesity status (based on BMI cut-off of 23 kg/m2) and WC
(categorized into four groups based on its 25th, 50th, 75th
percentiles) were independent variables. The result showed
that increasing WC-grades had significant positive impact
on the incidence of HTN (Wald ¼ 3.83, p , 0.05). Men
having WC $ 80 cm had a 2.65-times greater risk of being
hypertensive, irrespective of their age and general obesity
status ( , or $ 23 kg/m2 of BMI). Age had a significant
impact on HT (Wald ¼ 11.65, p , 0.005), independent of
BMI and WC. However, BMI had no significant impact after
controlling for age and WC.
DISCUSSION
Mean SBP and DBP were slightly higher among the present
slum-men (120.2 and 79.4 mmHg, respectively) than those
among previously studied (Ghosh and Bandyopadhyay
2007b) non-slum Bengalee men (118.8 and 78.1 mmHg,
respectively). Prevalence of HT was also higher among the
Table IV. Results of two-way analyses of covariance of SBP and DBP.

Age
Overweight and obesity^
Central obesity^
Interaction

SBP
Sum of square

F

Sum of square

DBP
F

2385.68
447.46
753.24
8.11

15.2**
2.9
4.8*
0.1

1696.12
338.71
323.06
4.46

22.9**
4.57*
4.36*
0.06

^
* p , 0.05; ** p , 0.001. Categorized as Yes ¼ 1 and No ¼ 0.
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Table V. Multiple logistic regression analyses of hypertension on age and WC grades (two models) and mean (SD) blood pressures according to
WC categories.

Model 1
Age
^
WC
Model 2
Age
BMI $ 23 kg/m2
WC categories:
,67.5#
67.5 2 72.7
72.8 2 79.9
$80.0

HT (%)@

SBPa
(mmHg)

DBPa
(mmHg)

1.044 (1.02 2 1.07)
1.74 (0.78 2 4.04)

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
0.99 (0.41 2 2.39)
0.90 (0.37 2 2.19)
2.65 (1.00 2 7.03)

10.1
11.1
11.1
38.0

Wald
(95% CI)

Odds ratios of HT

10.795***
22.775***

1.04 (1.02 2 1.07)
1.26 (1.14 2 1.39)

11.64**
1.84
–
0.00
0.05
3.83*

115.1
118.6
120.3
126.8

(1.23)
(1.19)
(1.21)
(1.20)

75.3 (0.80)
78.4 (0.82)
79.6 (0.83)
84.4 (0.84)

Dependent variable ¼ hypertension (normal vs hypertensive).
* p , 0.05, ** p , 0.005, *** p , 0.001; @ x 2 ¼ 41.48, p , 0.001; a Mean (SD) values are adjusted for age groups. FSBP ¼ 15.73, p , 0.001; FDBP ¼ 21.75,
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p , 0.001; ^ In model 1, WC was categorized into eight grades (see materials and methods section); # Reference category.

present sample (17.6%) than among those non-slum
Bengalee men (11.7%). Again, the mean height, weight
and BMI of our subjects were also lower than those among
adult semi-urban Bengalee men from another district of
West Bengal (162.2 cm, 54.7 kg, 20.7 kg/m2, respectively) as
reported by Bose et al. (2009).
In the present sample of slum-dwelling men, WC was
previously reported to explain BMI and percentage body fat
(PBF) better than WHR and conicity index (Chakraborty
and Bose 2009). Among these men, BMI had a significant
impact on SBP and DBP. A BMI of 23 kg/m2 was the best
cut-off to identify excess adiposity (PBF . 25%) and the
risk of HT increased to a significant extent (. 3-fold) only at
and above that level (Chakraborty et al. 2009). With those
background studies, the present attempt was made to assess
the effect of increased WC on blood pressure, independent
of generalized obesity. It also proposed the best cut-off
values of WC to identify HT as well as overweight and
obesity determined by BMI. The overall objective was to
evaluate the relative efficacy of WC and its single suitable
value, if any, in identification of generalized obesity as well
as HT in Bengalee men.
The present study demonstrated that both WC and DBP
increased significantly above the age of 30 years, whereas
SBP rose above 50 years. The overall prevalence of HT was
17.6% and it increased significantly from the youngest
(10.6%) through to the eldest group (31.3%). On the other
hand, when WC value $ 90 cm was set as the criterion, the
rate of central obesity was 5.08%, with inclusion of only
3.46% HT (15 out of 433), who were, again, only 19.7% of
all HT subjects (15 out of 76). Therefore, the sensitivity (SN)
of the WC criterion ($ 90 cm) was low (9.21%), even with a
very high specificity (SP) of 96% (Table II). Our findings
also suggested that a WC value of 79.4 cm was the best to
identify HT. This value, when used as the criterion of central
obesity, included 9.9% HT (43 out of 433) and 56.6% of
all hypertensive (43 out of 76). Using the value as the
criterion, the SN also rose up to , 60% with a
corresponding SP above 80%. The value was much lower
than the value (90 cm) recently proposed by IDF for defining
central obesity in the Asian populations and was also
Copyright q Informa UK, Ltd.

identified as appropriate among the Northern Indian men
(Misra et al. 2006). Studies among various Asian
populations also proposed lower WC cut-offs. For example,
the waist circumference cut-offs for MS were 85 cm (Zhou
et al. 2005) and 89 cm (Wang et al. 2009) among the Chinese
men. The cut-off for discrimination of hypertension was
84 cm for Korean men (Kim et al. 2009). Among Japanese
men, the optimal point of waist circumference to predict MS
was , 84 cm (Ogawa et al. 2010). Among urban adults from
six cities in India a WC of 85 cm for men was the optimal
value (Snehalatha et al. 2003). The WC cut-off point for
identifying men with any two cardio-metabolic risk factors
was 87 cm in northern India (Mohan et al. 2007).
In the present study, the best WC cut-off to identify
overweight/obesity was 80.3 cm. The value was also lower
than the internationally proposed values mentioned above.
Several studies also reported lower WC values to identify
overweight and obesity in different populations. Among the
rural Thais, the cut-off points of WC were proposed to be
lower (93 cm) than the conventional recommendations
(102 cm) for western men (Pongchaiyakul et al. 2006). A WC
of 83 cm was suggested as the defining criteria for
overweight and obesity among Malaysian men (Zaki
Morad et al. 2009). Notably, the WC cut-off values
identified in this study to identify overweight (80.3 cm)
and hypertension (79.4 cm) were very close to each other.
Therefore, we could propose an average WC value of
, 80 cm (79.85 cm) to efficiently discriminate both obesity
and hypertension. One representative study among the
Chinese suggested a WC value of 80 cm to discriminate
increased CVD risk including hypertension (Wildman et al.
2004). Mention may be made that the only previous study in
a Bengalee population to find a WC cut-off for central
obesity had proposed a value of 80 cm (Dasgupta and Hazra
1999). This value was also shown to discriminate well
between hypertensive and non-hypertensive and WC above
80 cm was a risk factor for HT, irrespective of age and BMI
among male Bengalee Jute mill workers (Bose et al. 2003).
Both the studies, the first one in the outdoor clinic of a
public city hospital and the second one among the factory
workers, were supposed to have greater representation
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from the low socio-economic Bengalee urban men. The
participants of the present study were also poor men of
the same ethnic group. It, therefore, seemed that WC of
80 cm might be the approximate optimal value for screening
of central obesity among the adult (18 – 60 years) Bengalee
slum dwelling males. There was another indication that the
Bengalee males did not actually demonstrate high WC at a
low BMI, as was proposed for Asian Indian males (Yajnik
2001). Instead, the risk of HT (if not other CVD and/or
MS risk factors, too) seemed to appear at both low BMI
(. 23 kg/m2) and low WC (, 80 cm) conditions. It might
also be assumed that the adult slum people, having suffered
from chronic nutritional deprivation in the pre-natal period
or at early ages, had a higher proportion of body fat relative
to the total body volume compared to their economically
well-off counterparts (Koziel and Jankowska 2002). Similar
studies are required among higher socioeconomic counterparts of this ethnic group to test this hypothesis.
Our findings demonstrated that both among non-obese
and obese (by BMI) men, a WC $ 80 cm was significantly
associated with higher SBP and DBP than WC , 80 cm.
Overall, the results suggested that having WC $ 80 cm had a
significant positive impact on BP both in non-obese and
obese (by BMI). Each 2 cm increase in WC above 72 cm had
, 26% greater risk of being hypertensive. However, men
with BMI values of 23 kg/m2 and over, too, had significantly
higher BP, irrespective of age and central obesity status
(WC $ 80 cm). This implied that general obesity was an
independent predictor of BP apart from higher waist values.
However, keeping in view its simplicity and demonstrated
clinical efficacy, WC may be recommended as an efficient
screening tool for high BP, with its values $ 80 cm as a safe
cut-off point, in Bengalee males. The men having WC above
this value also demonstrated , 3-times greater risk of being
hypertensive, independent of age and BMI. Therefore,
evaluation of this value is also urgently needed with respect
to other metabolic risk variables in this population. In the
Bengalee jute mill workers, WC $ 80 cm had a similar
positive effect on SBP and DBP after controlling for age and
BMI (Bose et al. 2003). In US adults, increased blood
pressure was also reported in centrally obese in all the BMI
categories; normal, overweight and grade-I obese (Janssen
et al. 2002). Therefore, WC may be used as a reliable
screening parameter for obesity and HT in Bengalee men,
more particularly belonging to a low socioeconomic
group. However, one limitation of the study is that it
may not be applicable to elderly men (. 60 years) of the
population. Further studies on elderly people might reveal
the relationship of WC with general obesity and blood
pressure at higher ages.
A WC $ 80 cm could identify 88.5% subjects with
BMI $ 23 kg/m2 and 97.2% with BMI $ 25 kg/m2. Nevertheless, using the proposed WC criterion of 80 cm
(or . 79.4 cm), more than 43% of the hypertensive men
still remained unidentified. This indicated the need for
inclusion of other causal factors (e.g. metabolic) of HT for
more efficient screening. However, it was possible to screen
out more than 56% of all hypertensive and more than 88%

of overweight and obese men in resource-constrained
situations of a third World country like India with a very
simple measurement of WC, using very cheap equipment
requiring little training to measure.
CONCLUSION
Taken together, the present findings were in accordance with
the view that increased WC and central obesity, determined
by WC $ 80 cm, was associated with increased blood
pressure and higher risk of HT, independent of age and
general obesity. A WC value of , 80 cm could efficiently
identify both overweight/obesity and hypertension among
the Bengalee Hindu slum dwelling adult men aged between
18 – 60 years.
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